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Battle of the Bands rocks campus community
JamilaJohnson

of the Bands with first place and

singer with OnlyOneOcean, said
after performing.
Before taking the stage,theDerek
the band felt the warmth of pure bands took the stage in Campion Fisher Band sat calmly practicing.
energy. Dane Larsen, lead singer Ballroomduring this contest.In the Lead vocalist Nate Kantner was
for Fate's End, looked out at the darkened room they played their impressedby the levelof competicrowd as his voice rang in
tion and held the other
sync with powerful chords
bands in great esteem.
and skillful drumming. As
"I've heard some very
the last group to take the
solid performances,"
Kantner said as Derek
stage at Battle oftheBands
last Friday,Fate'sEnd fol
Fisher strummed on his
guitar.
lowed many good bands,
but were still able to capThe judges next favorture the audience immediite performance came
from the second-place
"Listening to the crowd
Dwindling Gypsies.
hearing
and
their
"I was definitely down
..it's...well
it's
cheers.
with the Dwindling Gypamazing.Itenergizesyou,"
sies.'They are good and
AMY HOWELL / PHOTO EDITOR they recool guys,"Larsen
Larsen, sophomore psyLastFriday, night the crowdroared with approvalfor
chologymajor, said.
said.
It is this energy that many ofSU's talentedbands
The Gypsies were a
makes Fate's End feel perfectly at best for the hundreds of friends, crowdpleaserwiththeir greatstage
home on stage.
strangersand the table of judges.
prescence, talent and song about
Althoughthe situation seemed to Nintendo.
Thebandis comprisedofLarsen,
University of Washington bassist warrant a competitive spirit, back"These guys are awesome," said
KyleLinebarger,GreenRiverCo- stage away from the limelight and Ruth Garrison, a UW alum who
mmunity College guitarist Evan the crowd, friendships built on re- came toBattle of theBands withher
Murphy, and UW drummer Joy spect emerged.
SUfriends.
Durham.
"The level of support between
Third place went to Mordecai, a
As the four left the stage, the bands is unique for something of group that a had a good crowd fol—
audience for the first time that this nature," Rice Baker-Yeboah, lowing andbrought the audience to
—
night screamed for an enraise their lighters.
core.
night did see a few
mps. Several intoxicated
"At that moment it waslike
I
didn't care whetherornot we
students heckled emcee Kyle
Cease, of/0 Things IHate
were going to win anymore.
playWe just wanted to keep
About You. Andothers made
ing," Larsen said.
some vocal comments about
Fate's End did not get to
how attractive Fate's End
keepplaying,butthey didend
drummer Durham lookedon
$100.
The crowd roared and on-stage
For a little over four hours, 11

News Editor

SlTie

up walkingaway from Battle

Amyhowell/ PhotoEditor

the stage.

Volunteers needed: Women 16-23
years of age for participation in
The F.U.T.U.R.E Study
(Females United to Unilaterally Reduce

Kndo/Eeto Cervical

Disease)
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Larsen knows Durham was able

to takecareof herself,butafterward

he couldn't help but say, "If you
hurt my drummer, Ibreak your
face."
The band Fate's End is seven
years old but has had some problems keeping drummers over the
years.Durham joined the group in
the fall and now the group is complete, Larsen said.As a result they
are sometimes protective of the
band's newest talent.
"Itis socool tobe surrounded by
peoplewho aremoremusically talentedthan me," he said.

Many prizes to the GAP, Sub-

way,andExperienceMusic Project
were given throughout the night.
The $100 First place prize will go
intothe Fate'sEnd's fund foreither
obtaininganew set ofdrums, aPA
system or their next recording.
As Fate'sEnd plans for the fu—
ture all the members are focused

—

music careers the band has its

sights set onthe possibility of playing Quadstock and opening for a
majorband,eventhough SEACtold
this year's bands they werereserving the right not toask the winning
band to open Quadstock.

Karo 51,000-52,000 for *your Student Group
Injuitahouril
Multiple furaraiang options available No ca/washes No raffles. Just success!
FundraSfrtg dates are filling qulcldy. Cm with the program* *atwork.

©camp**

YourTrustedBounce for College Fundraising.

DID YOU KNOW:
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AMY HOWELL / PHOTOEDITOR

LeadsingerDaneLarsenanddrummerJoyDurham ofFate'sEndbring
Battle oftheBands to an endandtakehome first prize.

HPV (Human Papillomavirus) is the most common STD.
5 Million women become infected with one or more types of
genital HPV each year.
HPV is the cause of most genital warts.
HPV can cause abnormal Pap tests, which in a small
number ofwomen may lead to cervical cancer.
Help test an experimental HPV vaccine. There is
no possibility of acquiring HPV infection
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Women who participate will
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Junior YearAbroad'
andso much more.,.

Gynecologic health chock-up

Participants are compensated for their time and
parking while enrolled for each study visit.
Participants who complete the enrollment

visit will receive $50.
Call NOW to learn ifyou are eligible to participate/
(206) 720-5060
Some participant* will receive vaccine. Others* will receive placebo.
UW Department of Epidemiology
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Liberal Artsand BusinessCourses
Openingand Christmas Tour
Room. PartialBoard, Maid Service
Three -day weekendtrips
STUDYABROAD ~GONZAGA UNIVERSITY
800 -440-5391 or reynolds@gu.gonzaga.edu

http:www.gonzaga.edu/goiizagaiiiflorence

News
O'Neill says goodbye to ASSU Ads attack SU
Sean Reid
Co-Managing Editor
Last Wednesday, ASSU President Scan O'Neill formally announced he will not be seeking a
second term as the head of Seattle
University's student government.
The Spectator recently sat down
withO'Neill todiscusshis termand
the possibilities for the future.
Spec: When you went intoASSU,

how much of an influence was then
president Virgil Domaoan?
O'Neill:It was verypositive. I've
looked at my presidency as a continuationof whathe developed,you
know,buildingr>ff ofitand strengthening off ofit. Ithink we're a very
goodcomplementof workinghard
for students. Virgi1 was alwayssupportive and one of those people
helpingmetoappreciate todo what

Iwanted to do.
There's a lot of hardships in be-

ing withstudent government.If you
do it for anything but service for
students and the community and
wantingtolearnandgrow;ifyou do
it for any other reason than those,
you'regoing to be disappointed.
Spec: Are there times when you
felt frustrated with studentgovern-

ment?
O'Neill: Yeah, Ithink there's
times through myyearswhenwe've
been debatingin the representative
assembly. We've been debating
things that are good, but we have
lengthy debatesonissuesthat maybe
won't matter too much to the student body and

it takes away from

the energy

KimburlyErvin

to

StaffReportersit,

go out and do

those things.
The most important thing
for thestudents
is being out

staring out at the
There they
who
students
are soeasilydistracted
professor's
fromtheir
lecture.They
lurethe viewer using flashypromotional offers, and making it seemas
though the card was designed just
for them.Instead of listening to the
lecture, which will inevitably end
up on the test, the student sits and

the risk they take when
using credit cards to pay off their

account

"debts." Graduating students have
an averageof $20,402 incombined
education loan and credit card balances that willtake a lifetime topay

off.
there
and
College students are carrying
credit cards in record numbers; a
present with
totalof83 percentof undergraduate
them, and advoca t i n g
students are card carriers, which is
projects.
thinks abouttheircurrent creditsta- up 24 percent since 1998. Once
studentsarrive oncampus,theytypiSpec: So
tus.
why don'tyou
Odds are, if youhavebeen in the cally double their credit debt and
tell me, basiAdministration buildinglately,you willtriple thenumber ofcredit cards
toohave been inundated withcredit intheir wallet by the timetheygraducally, why
you'rebowing
cardadvertisements.However,they ate.
out?
are lacking in one area.Theads are
"Often people (especiallyyoung
stamp
missing
University
people
just entering the world of
O'Neill: I
the Seattle
of approval.
can be tempted to
spent a lot of
financing)
credit
personal time O'Neill, resigningthis year
supposed
appurchase
things
they don't really
'The
CAC
is
to
after three yearsofservice, prove everything
afford,
thinkingabout sits highin his
simply begoes
up,"
that
need
and
can't
office overlookingthe library.
the issue at the
stated Erin Hannum, student em- cause they can swipe a card and
beginningof this quarter, it s Deen year as president?
ployee at the Campus Assistance sign a credit card slip," David
an incredible year with all these
O'Neill:Ithink there's some that Center (CAC). "If they're not Carrithers, professorofEconomics
events, with theGala and the open- have expressed interest in it from stamped, they'll be taken down, and Finance,said. "So the firstcauing ofthe Student Center.But Ialso ASSU. My hope would be that theoretically."
tion is nottobe fooled into thinking
knew thatI
needed to start thinking people from the community would
Even though, the creditcard ads you have more money than you
about my senioryear.
alsogetinvolved,maybe from some are lacking in approval, they have do."
pinnacle
slipped past the radars of the CAC
"Myadvice isthat if a studenthas
Ithink I've hit a
of other student leadership.
knowledge and experience with
Spec: What are you looking for- studentmanagers, who are respon- a credit card, don't purchase any
what I've done. [ASSU] is a great wardto in your final [spring] quar- sible for taking down out-of-date more than you would without a
bulletinflyers. They haveprobably credit card," Carrithers continued.
processtobeinvolvedin,butthere's ter, in spring?
also lot of meetings. (Laughs) It's
O'Neill: When Imade this an- been passed by because of their "Second, pay offthe balance in the
been a greatpart of my life here at nouncement [Iknew]it wasatough location in classrooms, as opposed First month. Use it for as manypurSU andsometimesit's taxing.Nor- think to let go of, but it also drives to the approved bulletin boards in chases as youcan without violating
mally,at least now, it's 40 hours a me tomake...it a strongconclusion the hallways.
the first twosuggestions,and ifyou
week.I'm looking forward to hav- to thisyearand showlessonslearned
As theamount oftuitionrisesand can't, cut it up and throw it away."
ing time to focus on exactly what I to make it stronger for next year. I the cost of living continues to inThere are many tempting offers
want to do.
want to set out some positive goals crease,creditcardsoffer simple and out forstudents searching forcredit
Spec: Is there anyone you see on what wecould do better, to give quick access to instant cash. HowSee Credit onpage 4
ever, moststudentsdonot take into
who'll be stepping forward next us a push and a drive.

Adventure-Based Leadership Classes
Spring 2003
(Open to all Juniors and Seniors)

MGMT 471 with Dr. Greg Prussia
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Class Retreat: 2pm Apr 11 to spm Apr 13
i *10-hour class service project due May 20

!

I

Class Retreat: 2pm May 2to spm May 4

; | * 10-hour class service

project due May 28

***This class requires an additional fee of $275 for lodging, food, materials,
equipment and facilitation at the retreat center. To reserve your space for Mgmt.
4-7 1 nlease c nntart dre-.<y Prussia in the Alhers Srhnni of Rnsinpss rtnri Roonomin^

For further information contact: aDrussiatQ>seattleu.edu
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News
Security Report Local club answers safety concerns

4

Austin LBurton
Co-Managing Editor
The Pimply-FacedBandit
Tuesday, 3-4-03

Fiveminutes after takingastudy
break to smoke a cigarette, a student came back to the fourth floor
of the Lemieux Library to find

their laptop computer missing.
The victim remembered someonewho wassittingnearthemwhen
they left, but was not there when
the computer came up missing.
The potential suspect was described as a whitemale inhis 20s,
about 5-feet-4, 140 pounds with
heavy acne. He was wearing ared
shirt at the time of the theft, which
was about6:20 p.m.

investigation it was learned the
student gave false a birth date and
name.Theincident was forwarded
to the student conduct system.
Big Ballin'

Friday, 3-7-03

Various campus property near
11th Avenue andE. Cherry Street
was found to be vandalized by

paintballs. Facilities staff cleaned
up the paint.

Naptime is over

Thursday, 3-6-03
At 2:15 p.m.,aschool employee

reported a man was trying to sleep
under a stairway at the Garrand
Building. CPS found the transient
and got himout of there.

At least it wasn't one of
those mean old people that
keeps everything thatgoes in
their yard
Saturday,3-8-03
A campus community member
parked their car on the street on
13th Avenue andE.Cherry Street
at 10:30 a.m., thenreturned three
hours later to find their trunk ajar.

Iam Tiger Woods

The victim reported a duffle bag
and CD player missing. The next
out
drinking
paper
bag
day, a neighborhood resident
ted
of a
Ignatius
Chapel
St.
outside of the
turned the stolen duffle bag into
at 1a.m. Both admitted they were the Connolly Center, saying they
drinking alcohol,but claimed they found the bag discarded in their
were 21 years old. Upon further yard.
Friday, 3-7-03
A student and friend werespot-

Austin L.Burton
Co-Managing Editor
In this country,it seemslike tragedies always happen in groups.
From kidnappings to shark attacks
to school shootings, America gets
sweptup inone frenzy afteranother
for a few months before the next
trend captures the headlines.
The flavorfor thismonth?Nightclub incidents. More than 200
people have died or beenseriously
injured in the past three weeks, as
this trendhas hit theEastCoastand

the Midwest. But if you're waiting
for something similar to happenon
the West Coast, don't look towards
Seattle's Club Ninel6.
"Wehaveitdecked outinherein
case anything happens," says 27-year-old Justin Phounsavan, who
has worked as Ninel6's general
manager foralmost twoyears.'The
—
staff,the DJ, thebartender all employees know where everythingis
and can helppeople out."
Nine16, locateda half a block off
of Broadway on Pike Street, is one
of a handful of clubs within walk-

ing distance of Seattle University.
Nightclub safety has come into
questionafter tworecent incidents:
On Feb. 17, a stampede left 21
people deadand 57 injured atE2, a
Chicago club. Three days later, a
pyrotechnics display went awry
duringaconcert for'80s metalband
Great White, causing a fire in Station,a suburbanRhodeIslandclub.

"But shootingoff fireworks indoors
is abadidea tobegin with.I
wouldn't
book anyone whouses fireworks."
He also points out at leastfour fire

extinguishers withinclosereach of

club staff.
Still,city officials are taking extrastepsto preventanothertragedy.
On March 5, both the Seattle and
Tacoma city councils announced
The fire claimed 98 lives and put they were considering recommenmore than50 people in the hospital. dations made for new fire preven-

According to Phounsavan, a repeatof suchincidents is highly unlikely at his place. If anything
poppedoff that might causea stampede, "allthe lightsare coming on"
and all exits would be opened to
prevent a mad dash for one door.
"We havemore than one exit. Any
good club is going to have more
than one," Phounsavan said.
Also, "Any show that uses pyrotechnics has tobe OK'dby the Fire
Marshall, and anything flammable
needs to be fireproofed,"
Phounsavan said on Tuesday, the
samenight Nine16hosted aconcert
for R & B superstar Craig David.

tion measures in local clubs. Some
of the newmeasures proposedinclude employeesafety classes, more
daytime and nighttimeinspections,

mandatory fire sprinklers in all
clubs, and mandatory fire alarm

monitoring. The fire department
would also like to have all clubs'
fire alarms monitored directly by
the fire department.
"Seattle is very strict about
[safety]. Every club has the same
rules. And most clubs,if they want
to stay in business, will go along
with it," Phounsavan says.
"Seattle clubs are pretty safe. I
feel really safe whenI'm at work."

Credit: ads entice, promise fast cash

From page 3

cards to establish credit, or just to
help out with a tight money situation. There are cards that build up
frequent flier miles when used frequently, whichcould helpa student
gethomeat a discounted rateduring
the holidays. Some cards give a
certain percentage to support vari-

"Ipay my tuition on my credit
get a rebate," Alison
card because I
Staudinger, sophomore political
science andliteraturemajor, stated.
"I also use my credit card more
because I
can never remember the
balance on my debit card, and it
seems wheneverI
use my debitcard
Ioverdraw."
Ofcourse,there are alwaysother

ous causes.

reasons to get a creditcard.

"Igot my cardbecause it'spretty
and green, so Iguess building up
credit can be good," Clair Tarlson,
sophmore literature and history
major, said. Whatever the reasons,
it's a good idea to weigh all the
options before jumping into the
credit card game and to keep
cardholdingto a bareminimum.

FOR THOSE WHO WANT TO
WORK IN THE MOVIES...
The National Production Assistant Seminar

April 5 & 6 2003 " The Washington Production Team
www.waproductionteam.com
(206) 546-4376
info@waproductionteam.com
"
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signed jersey you'll never ever wash: $ 1 50

John franco poster: $20
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2003 game schedule: $0
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trophies: $0

subscription

to "baseball

/

america": $62
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finding out there's an internship for people like you: priceless

Apply for asummer internship in the sports business at mastercard.com.
You could be sent to Nashville,where you'll spend five weeks learning from industry bigwigs.

Some students will even go on to work with the St Louis Cardinals®

or

H^

Q

the NewYork Mets.®

there are some things money can't buy. for everything else there's MasterCard
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Redhawks split last games Allen gives Sonics
in disappointing season a complete player
there was only oneminute left,itall
wins we figured we could get our started to come down on me then."
If basketball was not such a team longest winning streak of the year,
TheRedhawkscommitted 27 turnsport, Courtney Tinsley wouldhave but that didn'thappen,"Tinsley said. overs and in fact played so slop"You can pinpoint it pretty eas- pily— blowing wide-open layups,
endedher college career with a win.
She certainlydeserved it. Playing ily," headcoachDave Cox said."[In airballing wide-open jumpers, and
through an injury that might have the two wins] weplayed with a lotof throwing ill-advised passes that
sidelinedher in any other circum- intensity and a lot of emotion. We sailedout of bounds that the most
stance, the 6-foot-3 senior center playedextremely hard and came out precise and organized performance
playedone of her best gamesof the with two quality wins. We didn't of the night belongedto the Filipino
season in her last game at Seattle have the same levelof intensity Sat- youth group that performed a culUniversity.Tinsley put forth
tural dance routine at halftime.
"Youwouldthink they'dplay
an admirable effort. But her
teammates were not able to
hard. Obviously, Courtney
Tinsley did," Cox said. "She
hold up their end, as the
Redhawks lost their season
endedher career with adoublefinale at home lastSaturday.
double while playing on pretty
much one leg."
On Senior Night, Tinsley
points
scored10
and grabbed
For Cox, it was the end to
10 rebounds in SU's 73-59
what he calls a disappointing
loss to Alaska-Anchorage,
season. "Ireally thought going
inour win-lossrecord wouldbe
despite still suffering from a
flip-flopped. Ithought we'd be
mid-season hip injury. She
in the playoffs," he said. "We
says she felt about 85-90 perhadan opportunity to reallyend
cent but admitted, "I think it
was also just a lot ofadrenathe -season on a high note, and
we let that slip away."
line."It wasTinsley's second
ForTinsley, thisseason's ondouble-double of the season.
court troubles were insignifiThs other senior, reserve
CARL BERGQUIST/ STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
guard Teri Hubbell, started Lookingonasher teammatesscrum alooseball cant compared toherSU career
for
lucky. Not
for the first time in her SU junior
is
Leah Welton in the Redhawks season as a whole."I was
play
to
everyone
gets
collegiate
points.
career andscored two
ending 73-59 loss to Alaska-Anchorage.
really
sports.
experienced
emotional for
What I've
I
"It was
nk has made me a stronger indime.Ididn't think I'dget so worked urday night," Cox said. "We just
vidual," she said. "Itmade me a lot
up about it," Tinsley said. "I was didn't bringit."
The Seawolves,particularly star more determined and motivated. I
excitedandIwantedtoplay a strong
forwardKamieJo Massey, took ad- wouldn't give it up for the world."
game."
After putting together back-to- vantage of the Redhawks' subpar

Austin L.Burton
Co-Managing Editor

confident. Going into it with

two

—

■

1

—

the UAA game looking to salvage

somethingpositive out of their season. But for whatever reason, the
effort wasn't there.
"I think everyone went in pretty

game away.
"Iwas takingitlike a normal game
up until the last minute," Tinsley
recalled. "WhenIlooked upand saw All-Conference

New Mexico on March 4, then
Alaska-Fairbanks,73-69,lastThurs-

day— theRedhawks (9-18) went into

Columnist

Anyone who follows the NBA

jknowsthatRay Allenhasthe sweetest "J" in the League. What we

[didn't know is that Allen can hit

you with a dime or grab a board

better than mostguards; or at least

that's what we'veseen sinceAllen

pas adorned the Sonics green and
Igold. Imean, has anyone watched
pirn play lately, it's like he's pos-

sessed.
After nearing a triple-double his
first time out as a Sonic, he came
pack to score 40 against the Clips
andthen geta triple-double against
the Lakers.SinceAllen has joined
theSonics,heis averaging27points,
7 assists,and 7reboundspergame.
If thesenumbers stay this way,it's
going to be like, "Gary who?"
Right now, even though Allen
wasn't an All-Star, T-Mac, Kobe,
and AI are the only players in the
entire league who are better than
[Alienat hisposition. While thatlast
statement is up for debate, think
As a die-hardMilwaukee Bucks

fan, I
have seen Ray Allen at his
best. Ihave seenhim hit 10 three
pointers in a single game. Ihave

[seen him score 42 points in game 6
pf the '01 Eastern Conference Fi-

nals, adding 21 of those points in

thefourth quarteralone. I
haveseen

morethreepointers takenoutsideof
Boston,Dallas, or Sacramento.
Allen is a tough player, even
though he isknownas a 'nice guy.'
Anyone whosayshe'ssoft (uramm,
George Karl), must have forgotten
the way he led the Bucks to the
playoffs in '00 and '01, muscled
through the Eastern Conference
Championship series where he averaged27pointpergame,and started
in400 plus consecutive games.
He wouldhaveled theBucksinto
theplayoffslast yearaswell,except
the injury plagued team slid from
Ist place in the CentralDivision to
9thplace inthe EasternConference
in the course ofamonth's time.
Although that slide is basically
unprecedentedin sportshistory, injuriestoRayAllen,Glenn Robinson,
Tim Thomas, Michael Redd, and
SamCassell might havehad something to do with it. Ya think?
Ithink wecan and shouldexpect]
to see more from Ray Allen in tha
future,especiallygiven the mix ofl
Sonics he gets to work with.
Allenhas neverhad the opportunity to play with a big man lika
Jerome James before, nor has he
hadthe opportunity to show offhis
multidimensional game. With as
many good players as the Bucks
have, there was just never enough
basketball togoaround;everybody
needed their touches, from Tim

himstar in a SpikeLee movie,and Thomas to Anthony Mason. Add
NOTEBOOK:
Ihave seen him capture the hearts the constant criticismfrom George
*Kristin Connolly was named to
Karl, Allen was never given the
the All-GNAC secondteam. Thejunto dwell on opportunity to become the player
While
I'm
not
here
ior guard/forwardfinishedsecondin
pros andcons of the trade that true fans know he can be and is
the conference inscoring witha 17.5 Ithe
[sent the "Glove" to Mil-town,I
am indeed. Makenomistake, theSonics
points per gameaverage.
playerthat
are Allen's team now.
*Tinsley, sophomore Nicole pere to tellyou about the
the
next generation of DavidBuckisa lawstudent. He
shape
Dascenzo and juniorMarisa Young
Sonicsfans.In preparingyouIwant can be
reached at
werenamed to theGNACAcademic
[to say that you will probably see

effort. Massey scored a game-high
20 points and collected nine rebounds. She scored 14 points in the
second half, when the Seawolves
allowed SU to pull within four before going on a 22-9 run to put the

toacVi victories for thefirst time since

early December beating Western

DAVID BUCK

jwill

team.

Fitness Challenge draws crowd
Jean Wahlborg

winner of the staff/faculty category
with 840 points was the "Cookie
Imagine exercising for an hour DoughMommas." Teammembers
every day. Add on to that flossing were AmyMclntyre,Jessica Colton,
every day.Then cut your sugar in- Breanne Albeecht, and Lea Ellen
take downtoone donut or Snickers Ren.

StaffReporter

a day. Walk up everystaircaseand
never take the elevator. Drink 64
ounces of water. Do all of this on
one cup of coffee or soda in a 24-hour period. Sound rough? Welcome to the Fitness Challenge.
After six weeksof healthyeating
habitsandexercise,theFitnessChallengecameto anend withan awards
ceremonylast Thursday.
The Fitness Challenge is in its
13th yearat Seattle University and
rewards teams of four for earning
points with exerciseand workouts,

Connolly Center, who earned
240 points.
The student

who earned the
most points was
Taking first place in the student/ Rosa n n a
staff/faculty category(the smallest Bradbury with
withonly6 teams) with 800 points 233 points.

was "Kit-Kat and Candy As."

Though many

Team members were Mike Fine,

participants join

~""~"""~""~~Joint^e 2003-2004

the competition
their
Winner of the largest category, healthy habits(or
student teams, with 881 points was to begin some),
"Estrogen Surprise." Team mem- undoubtedly
bers were Laura Norman, Maryka someareinit for
Yamada,KirnNguyen,and Amanda the prizes.
Everyone who
Harris.
When asked whatmotivated the earns over one
general health/diet, healthy and Estrogen Surprise, they said they hundred points
happy wellness, and special event "just wanted to win." Team mem- as an individual
attendance.
ber Amanda Harris added, "We gets a 32 ounce
Nalgeen water
one
split
Teams are
into
of three kicked each other'sbutts."
According to director of the Fit- bottle in their
categories depending on who the
members of theirteam are: student, ness Challenge, Anne Carragher, color ofchoice.
staff/faculty,orstudent/staff/faculty. the wholeideabehind the competiFirst place
This year there were 88 teams tion is that people succeed because teams also retotal withover 350participants, the their friends and teammatesare en- ceive Champion
largest participation ever in this couraging them todo so.
T-Shirts and a
Awards were also given to indi- giftcertificatefor
competition. There was even an
all-Jesuit team in the staff/faculty viduals whoearned the mostpoints. $50 to Bon
This year's winner was Carol App&it.
categorycalled the "Soultenders."
Speakingof creative names, the Lorenz, a fitness trainer at the
Mark

Escandon,

Jennifer

Dellacroce, and Kat Cuevus.

to increase

"
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Men miss postseason bid, SU Softball preview
finish a successful 16-11
Nate Zell

Sports Editor
Sitting in their hotel rooms last
Wednesday night, the men's basketball team knew it needed two
wins to haveachance for the playoffs. They knew they couldn't afford to go through the shooting
droughts that bad killed them in
their recent losses.They alsoknew
they wouldbe plying in two of the
toughest environments they had
seenall season.
As blunt as it may seem, head
coach Joe'Callero said it correctly.
'
"Wedidn t getthebreaks,wedidn t
stay healthy and we didn't shoot
well."
Even thoughpostseasonplay will
not be a part of this Redhawks season, their play this season resulted
in a 16-11record, the first winning
season in nine years.
"I'm really proud of the players
and student body who started gettingbehindthe team," Callerosaid.
"I'm proud of everyone involved
withthemen'sbasketball program.
It'sexciting that we're competitive
and fun to watch."
Last weekendtheRedhawks were
only able to maintain their playoff
hopes in the Alaskan tundra for
about 25minutes, beforebeingoverwhelmed by two tremendous performances on the inside. Thursday
night, after leading by one at the
break, the Redhawks (9-9 Great

Northwest Athletic Conference)fell
apart in the second half,losing to
Alaska-Anchorage 85-70. SUshot
just 34% from the field in the half,
and were killed by the inside-outside game of AAU.
Peter Bullock had 25 points and
17 rebounds,andMark Drakeadded
18 points for Anchorage as they
pulledaway.
Darnell Lyons andNicLanoeach
had 14 points for the Redhawks.
But without injured senior Bryan
Peterson, who was out after injuring a nervein hislower leg inpractice, SU didn't have the firepower
to stay with Anchorage in the secondhalf.
Freshman Jeff McDaniel, nursing a sprained knee had nine points
and 10 boards, but the Redhawks
found themselves inafamiliar position with their second half offensive drought.
"We shot averypoor percentage,
which we needed to do in order to
do well,"Callero said. "We missed
shots and they hit shots. They had
an all-leagueplayerinBullock who
killedus inside. We tried to compensatewith a zone,and they started
hitting3-pointers."
Licking their wounds, it didn't
help thattheRedhawkshad totravel
to Fairbanks and play the number
two team in theGNAC on Saturday
afternoon. Fairbanks quickly took
away any hope for SU, jumping to

a 41-19 halftime advantageinrolling to an 81-59 victory.
"We tried to regroup against
Fairbanks [on Saturday], but their

Austin L.Burton
Co-ManagingEditor
If Brittany Sullivan and Sarah
Carrier are part of Seattle
University's Softball foundation,
Krystal Duncan may beits future.
Coming off of the best season in
the five-yearhistory of theprogram
(20-17), the Redhawks went into
the 2003 season lookingto take one
step closer tobecomingalegitimate
West Coastcontender. And
' while a
1-5 start certainly wasn tpart ofthe
plan,co-captainsSullivan and Carrier haven't let the younger play—
—
ers includingDuncan losesight
of their goal.
"Ithink wecan do justas wellas
last year," Sullivan said. "We have
great potential, we're just going to
have to bring itall together."
Sullivanis the only senior on the
Redhawks,a career .306 hitter who
has picked up two straight honorable mentionselections on the AllGNAC team. She is batting third
and starting in right field.
Following Sullivan in theorder is
Carrier,ajunior wholed theGNAC
in hittinglast year with a.405 average.Carrieralso wonfirst-teamallconferenceandall-region awards in
2002,her second year asSU's starter
at third base.
Duncan, who hits second, is the
youngest of the three Redhawks
standouts. Headcoach JimGentleman says the sophomore backstop
is,"One of the best catchers in the
—
league maybe the best catcher in

press and zones really killed us.
They showed why they are the #2
team in the conference. It's disappointing tolose the last two games,
but we're trying tokeep sight of the
fact that we were 16-11."
While the season ends on a sour
note, the Redhawks have proved
they are an up and coming force in
the GNAC.This wasproved Tuesday when McDaniel was named
freshmanof the yearin the GNAC
while Lyons received All-Conference second teamhonors.
"The amazing thingabout Jeffis
that he continued to improve
throughout the year," Callero
praised. "Most freshmen tend to
peak in Decemberand begin to fatigueinmid- January.Jeff wasplaying his bestbasketball at the endof
the year before being hurt.He had
three double-doubles in the last six
games. You never see that from a
freshman."
Callero also had high praise for
Lyons, one of three seniors the
Redhawks will lose from this year.
"Darnell will go down as one of
Seattle University'smorecleverand
giftedscorers.He's not a greatpost
player and he's not a great3-point
shooter. He's very skilled and un- the league."Duncan hit .339 as a

freshman lastseason,startingevery

derstandsbalance."

game behind the plate and leading
the Redhawks in homeruns (three)
and walks (20) while finishing secondinslugging percentageandRBI.
Together,the 2-3-4 hitters in the
SU lineup willbeexpectedtocarry
the load,especially for a team missingkey components from last year.
Gone from the team areoutfielders Annette Gaeth and Kirn
McDonald, the 1-2 hitters in last
year's lineup and the two fastest
players on the roster. Both have
graduated.
'They were on base constantly
and scored a lot of runs," Gentleman said. "We need to figure out a
way to replace that."
Gentleman sayshe'sbeen pleased
with the team's pitching so far, as
ace Jennifer Hewitt, No. 2 starter
Patricia Sonnett,andfreshmenErin
Kemper and Kristin Donahuehave
turnedin impressiveperformances.
While their record hasn't shined,
the Redhawks have been competitive. All but one of their five losses
havebeen by one run.
All the more reason for Sullivan
and Carrier to remain optimistic.
"There's no standout [GNAC]
team this year. Ithink we have a
pretty good chance of being competitive," Carrier said.
"I think the players that really
have the heart and love the game
have stuck with it and brought this
program up," Sullivan adds. "We
also bring in good players every
year. We've gone uphill since the
day that 1 got here, and we're nowhere nearour peak."

WE ARE THE CHAMPIONS!:
FitnessCliallengechampionsLaura
Norman, Kirn NguyenandAmanda
Harrisof 'EstrogenSurprise;' and
LeaEllenßea, BreanneAlbrechand

Amy Mclntyre of 'Cookie Dough
Mommas' sport their awards from
the thirteenth annualFitness event.
'EstrogenSurprise' won thestudent
category with 881 points, while
'Cookie Dough Mommas' won the
staff/faculty category with 840
points. The competition tookplace
over six weeksandendedlast week.

CARL BERGQUIST/ STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
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Not Ready for
the LSAT?
Tin Steven Klein. LSAT specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, Idon't
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
it, than Ido. That's why Istill
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine weekrourse features
1
36 hours of class time with
| weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $895.
Ican
- answer any LSAT question let me prove It. Callnow
for a free seminar:
524-4915
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We honor thee, with a degree
BarbieFernandez

Staff Reporter

MICHAEL QUIROZ
Features Editor

honorary
degrees.
Being the

is the ideal year," said

Eshelman.
It is also the ideal year to
nominate Jim Sinegal.
"If you think back to what
was going on in 2002, there
were all sorts of scandals to
the extent where the term
CEO was almost becoming a
term ofvirulent.

"^^"

We thought

this was a parsome
want
ticularly imporJune,
tant time to
honors major figSeattle
Sinegal
honor
in
this
University
honorary
chairman
of
the
john
eshelman
toshow
the stuSe',
will once againrecogj UniDegree Committee
dents
andcomnizeindividuals ofout- i
munity
that
rsity
standingachievement
is a busimally
here
as it has done for well
I not committee lastOctober."The is an important factor. There ness person of strong ethical
over 50 years.
ard a nomination process is pretty are several individuals who and moral standards. SomeLike many other universiipient smooth. There are about 30 are worthy of being recog- body who has been verysucties, SU has been awarding
in this cat- to 40 nominations and the nized, but certain events that cessful by doing right,"
the honorary degree as far
egory with committee members support are occurring at the time of Eshelman explained."Here's
back as 1948. Not only does
honorary thenominees oftheirchoice." the nomination can have a somebody who represents
an
the honorarydegree identify
degree more
Usually,honorary degrees tremendous effect of the se- what's bestinAmerican busithose who have demonness when what we have
year.
than once a
are awarded at commence- lection process.
strated extraordinary supexample
recipients
An
The
that will be been reading about is what's
of a ment ceremonies;but someport and service to the unimajor world fig- times special occasion cer- honored at the June 15, 2003 worstinAmerican business."
versity, it also serves as an
By awarding honorary deure that the emonies will be held for indi- commencement ceremoeducationalpurposebyproStowell,
Francia
grees,
university
particular
imporhas
viduals
nies
SU has provided its
of
Kent
viding students with exis
students
with several posirecognized
one,
Russell,
Sinegal
tance. Typically,
and Jim
someamples of people whoselives
Lama,
the Dalai
who was times two individuals are were selected largely be- tive role models. Recipients
are worth emulating. The ac- granted
honorary
degree awarded per occasion.
an
cause of their accomplish- of honorary degrees reflect
complishments of those
in
1979.
Some
other
welland contributions to the ideals that SU teaches,
required
The
honoree
is
to
ments
awarded with the honorary
of
recipients
past
ceremony
University, but also, ideals that each individual
known
the
the
Seattle
present
be
at
degreerepresent the values
Aquino, and give a brief speech. After according to Eshelman, be- should strive to achieve.
include
Corazon
and ideals SU hopes to instill
former president of the Phil- receiving the honorary de- cause it was the right time to
in its students.
ippines,
Archbishop gree,the recipientholds some nominate these people.
"The honorarydegrees are
Stowell and Russell have
not just honoring somebody, Desmond Tutu of South Af- important responsibilities to
rica,
and
NBA
coach
Lenny
university.
the
a tremendous contrimade
but they are part of what we
year
Wilkins.
SU
has
a
three
to
five
bution
to
theartcommunity in
are teachplan
for
comSeattle.
Ballet
is a form of art
ing," said
mencement thatSeattle University hasnot
honorary de- yet recognized. But Stowell
Eshelman,
not
gree recipi- andRussell are
university
ents.
also worthy of
Provost and
are
According
to nomination
chairman of
the
because of a '
Honorary
we
are
Honorary
the
program that
Degree
Policy,
Degree
john
eshelman
chairman
of
plan
beganthis year
the
identiCommittee.
honorary
degree
values
the
fies
betweenSU
the
Individuals
Pacific
university
and
may
be
Committee
wishestocom- Northwest Ballet
nominated
municate
or "We try to look
for the honprocess
The
nomination
at over time
accomplishments
kinds
of
orary degree based on sevwith
begins
an
invitation
to
wish
to
honor
time.
what
kinds
they
over
eral different criteria. Often,
university
community
recipient
expected
things
and Each
is
to of
those nominated have made the
groups
associated
with
with
SU
and
interact
campus
visit
generouscontributions to the
universitythrough servicesor inviting them to make dona- the university community.
"We ask that recipients
donations. Most candidates tions. A generous number of
acquired.
namesare
typically
make
availablesometime for
have achieved accomplishDeHonorary
Members
the
of
interaction with students and
ments that have had a posigree
Committee are alsoen- will pick a setting or group of
tive impact on the region, nation, or even the world. They couraged to suggest nomina- students that are particularly
tions.Thecommittee ismade appropriate to that person's
we're honoring
are individualsof exceptional up
members,
including background or accomplish- and Stowell and
of
12
character who strive to make
staff, a graduate stu- ments. We want some direct Russell are respona positive difference. Recipi- faculty,
dent,
and an undergraduate interaction between students sible for the quality
ents of the honorary degree
can also be those who have student.Afterall nominations and recipients of the honor- of dancing. This is
made considerable contribu- have been made, the Honor- ary degree," explained Dr. the right year to be
honoring them betions to furthering Jesuit or ary Degree Committee limits Eshelman.
the
nominees
and
when
example,
number of
SU cause of Seattle
For
Catholic traditions.
Lawrence,
an University's conOccasionally, Seattle Uni- then recommends the re- awardedJacob
the
maining
individuals
to
African
American
who
nection with Pacific
artist
versity will award major naof
passedaway,
Board
Trustees.
has
since
with
Northwest Ballet. It
tional or world figures with

This

onlyinstitution
in the city that

John Van Mieghem, a se- anhonorary degree,he spent
nior,istheundergraduate stu- time with the university's art
dent representative on the students. Lawrence lectured
inclasses,critiqued student's
committee.
"Ifeelthatbeingonthecom- work, and offered his own
mittee is a great opportunity advice.
When it comes down to seto represent the undergraduvoice,"
saidVan Mieghem lecting the final recipients for
ate
who began working with the the honorary degree, timing

I;

direct interaction between
students and recipients of the honorary degree
We

—

just
The honorary degrees are
honoring somebody, but they part
teaching
of what
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Jim Sinegal
Courtesy ofSU

Ji m

Jiiiegal,
founder of Costco Wholesale, is
oneof threepeoplereceivinghonorary degrees from Seattle Universify. Sinegal graduated from
Helix High School in 1953, and
then attemptedto enterSanDiego
State University.However,he was
not accepted and attended San
Diego Junior College for two
years. After his stint atSan Diego
Junior College, Sinegal got his
wishand finished hiscollegeeducation atSan DiegoStateUniver-

UJ

sity. After receivinganeducation
andgaining hands-on experience
at Fed-Mart, Sinegal founded
Costco in 1983. After a merger
with Price Club, Costco is now
oneof thebiggestwholesalecornpanics in America. Sinegal has
shown great leadership with
Costco; and even with a struggling economy, terrorist attacks
and the threat of war, Costcohas
still shown growth and posted
profits greater then any of their

S

KentStowell
Kent Stowell was
born in Idaho and
started studyingdance
at the University of
Utah. Throughout his career he
has participated in ballet companies such as the San Francisco
Ballet,the New York City Ballet
and theMunich Opera Ballet. He
was thennamedBallet Masterand
Choreographer of Frankfurt Ballet in 1973, andlaterbecame their
Co-Artistic Director. In 1977,

Stowell joined the Pacific Northwest Balletin 1977 as ArtisticDirector. He has since worked on
suchplaysasSwanLake, The Tragedy of Romeo and Juliet,
Cinderella and The Nutcracker.
Stowell has received several
awards such as the Washington
State Prestigious Governor's Arts
Award. Stowell also won the
Dance Magazine award with
Francia Russell, another receiver
ofan honorarydegreefrom Seattle

rivals,

Directions:

Francia Russell

Francia Russell is the Artistic

1.Fillout the degree below with your name and some
special thing you do well.
2.Find someone important to authorize that this "special thing" isindeed degree worthy.
3.Follow the dottedlines and cut out the degree (remember to be careful with scissors and have your
parents permission before using them).
4. Proudly display your degree for all to see.

COURTESY OF PNB.ORG

Director and Director of the Pacific Northwest Ballet School
since1977. Originally borninLos
Angeles,she grewupin SanFrancisco, London and Nice, France
witha widearray ofteachershelpingher to perfect her ballet skills.
She startedher professional careerat theNew York City Ballet

soloist by 1959. By 1964 she was
promoted to a ballet mistress. In
the 1970s she beganto teach at the
American Ballet Company. Her
career has spawned many awards
including the Washington State
Governor's Arts Award and the
DanceMagazine Award. Shemay
now add an honorary Seattle UniversityDiploma to that list.

Tftis Hereby Certifies that
(print name here]

hasearnedthe Seattle 'University Spectatorhonorary diploma in recognitionfor
{Print something you do good t\me\

j

v^

~^^tffll

i

m, jKH

Congratulations onyour achievement, By cutting this out and" taking the time
tofidit out; you haveproven yourself worthy ofyour very own SO
Spectator honorary diploma. Now get worfyng, you liavcfinals camming up!

B^H

Michael Jason Qux :
Features Editoi

Somo other important po^on
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Willis gets deep in Sit and Spin spins no more
Tears of the Sun Staff
Megan Lee

down began to take over.
After the first yearit become apparent to employees that Roseand
Bonnie had lost interest, mainly
because it wasn't fun anymoreand
they didn't want to work to maintain thebusiness. Thoughitcontinued to maintain it's reputation as a
"fun" popular joint, for those who
worked at Sit & Spin was a dysfunctional environment.
In1997theback roomwas opened
for shows. The theater was never
given a proper name, but was re-

Spin's demise.There were usually
shows on Fridays and Saturdays,
The sign on the frontof the Sit &
butsometimes Thursdays. Then on
Sundays for a while, The Tablet
Spin says "Closed for re-model,"
sponsored a night show, 'Cavity,'
but the truthis the Seattle fixtureis
closing for good.
that showcased local bands witha
For 10 years, the vibrant Sit &
Texan twist.
Spin sported funkiness in an arena
Illusivebooking agentshavebeen
so
many
where
locals felt theinnoblamed for the irregular bookings
vative spirit of individuality was
and employeesexpressed that they
slipping away. Nearly every Sefelt this apathy also playedinto the
attleite recognizes the quirky, cobreakdown.
balt-blue fac.ade on Fourth Aye.
Hamish Chappell, a Sit & Spin
employee of eight years, worked
betweenBellandBlanchard St.This
hipjoint had moxie.
while simultaneously making
Michael Rose and Linda
a short video documentary.
Bonnie opened the place in
Chappellis sad to seetheplace
1993 with their originalideas,
and his job go and cited the
went out
aspirations for quirky revoofficial reason for the closure
lution and "trust-fund
as "owner disinterest."
tours
to
He said the lease is up in
money." They decorated
things they wereable to find
June and until then Rose and
at rummage sales, sticking
Bonnie arejust going to rideit
game boards onto the walls,
out outandgetridof what theycan
along the way.
and enlistingfunkadelicmis"[Rose and Bonnie] were
matched lamps and plastic
pineapples.
planning to go off to India to
Brian Coloff of the
The Sit & Spin offered
find themselves," Chappell
Valentine Killers
commented."Butnow they've
video games,livegigs, beer,
coffee, panini, and a cool
broken up. Who knows."
place to do laundry. It had
Noofficial auction has been
amazingpotential,but like a flow- ferred to by some as the "Velvet set to sell of the decorum.
eringgardenitneeded constant work Coffin."
Thelast official night ofbusiness
and attention, which, according to
"Before wewent out on tours we wasMarch 5,ending theepoch with
employees, Rose and Bonnie used to play Sunday night shows the famed poetry night, which bethere before heading out," Brian gan about two years ago. Poetry
weren't willing to provide.
Initially, the laundry portion of Coloff, of The Valentine Killers night's 100pius constituents banded
thebusiness wasasignificant source said. "I lovedplaying there."
together to slampoemsinhonor of
ofincome, grossing about $250per
Although a plethora of shows the place they called home once a
day.But withoutmaintenance,more rocked the coffin, it was unable to week. They put together their poand more 'outoforder' signs kept achieveany sort ofconsistentregu- ems and odes one last time, this
—

Reporter

Ryann Cooper

lowing orders, and what heknows
is necessary to complete the misStaff Reporter
Tears oftheSun captures itsaudi- sion, a conscience.This give-andence withintenseaction scenes,but takeis wellportrayedby Willis and
more importantly it looks at how withoutadoubt nobodycouldhave
the devastationof war impacts the played the grizzled peacekeeper
people of Nigeria and creates an better.
unbreakable will to survive, that
The subtle romantic tension bemakes ordinary people heroes.
tween Waters and Kendrick's reWhen Lt. Waters (Bruce Willis) mains in the background and propand his Navy S.E.A.L.S team are erly so amongst the killings and
sent into the heart of Africa to res- constant fearof capture. It is obvicue Dr. Lena Kendrick (Monica ous theyhavedifferentagendasand
Bellucci), two nuns and a priest, the urgency of each is tastefully
they discover that the rules of en- capturedthrough the few buteffecgagementare taintedby a sense of tive words Willis uses throughout
compassion and one's conscience. the film.
What shouldhave been a routine
The plot moves a little fast but
mission with few complications plays on the sense of urgency and
whirlwinds into adangerousescape constant needforawareness, which
when Kendrick refuses to accom- echoes through Willis' character in
pany Waters to safety and instead every scene.
insists Waters escort herself and a
The film incorporates many digroupofrefugeesacross theborder. mensions touching on the impact
Thealreadyhazardousjourneyturns themissionhas notonly on Waters
deadly when Waters and his men and Kendrick's buton the refugees
discover they are being hunted by whostruggle with and witness first
rebel militia,knownfor their brutal hand their peoplebeingkilled.
Alsoincludedare themen of the
killings.
once
to
again
Bruce Willis
rises
S.E.A.L.S team, who decide that
the challenge withhis acting abili- themission is no longer about seeties and slips comfortably into the ing people as packages but as huhero seat we so love him in. Com- man beings who are worthsacrificpared to past Willis shoot-em-up ing their life for.
Thisis agreat filmand oneofthe
flicks likeDie Hardand The Siege,
Tears of the Sun takes itself best warmoviesin thelast coupleof
se.iously. Willis provesonce again years. It is definitely worth watchto be a f\ne actor.

Wafers it caught between, fol-

ing especially if you're willing to
reallysink yourteethintothe story.

"Before we

on

play
Sunday night shows
there before heading "
I
loved playing there.
we used

popping up, and eventually break-

larity another reason for Sit &

timefor Sit & Spin.

Cash fox* Books!

Everyday!
Introducing: Year Round Book Buy Back!

Everyday

- AllDay!

Sell your textbooks for cash every
business day. No waiting for finals week,
no hassles. Save up to 62% when buying
and selling Used Books.

Seattle University
Bookstore
1108 E. Columbia
Seattle, WA. 98012
(206)296-5820
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Trustees Approve
FY '04 Budget and 5-year Plan
The Board ofTrustees recently approved Seattle University's budget for fiscal year 2003-2004. The budget was approved
within the context of a 5 year Comprehensive Business Plan that Seattle University administrators, faculty and students
have been developing to ensure that our institution is positioned financially, academically and structurally, to provide the
best undergraduate and graduate education of any independent university in the Northwest. The plan seeks to strengthen
four fundamental aspects of the SU educational experience:
* Vitality of our Campus Life
" Academic Excellence
" Facilities and Infrastructure " InstitutionalReputation, Alumni Connectednessand Resource Development
To support the goals outlined in the 5 year plan, the 04 budget calls for a 6.4 percent tuition increase for students in
undergraduate programs and varying percentage increases for graduate programs, many of which will be in the range of
3.5 percent. Room rates will be increased by 4 percent. Outlined below are the many improvements your tuition dollars
will help Seattle University accomplish.
Academic Excellence: The '04 plan and budget provides funding for faculty and resources that will enrich the academic
experience of our students.New faculty positions will be added in response to our long-term effort to reduce class sizes in
under-funded,
areas where it will make a significant educational difference. Lemieux Library, which has been historically
will undergo a multi-year improvement program. The University will also launch the long-delayed Center tor Teaching
and Learning, a professional development program for faculty designed to help them meet the diverse learning styles and
needs ofstudents.
Vital, Engaging Campus Life: Next years plan and budget calls for a renewed commitment to creating a vital and
engaged campus life for resident and commuter students. Specific areas that will receive additional support are residence
life, new student orientation, athletics,recreational sports, student clubs and organizations, and student programming
(educational, social, and cultural).
Facilitiesand Infrastructure:The 2003-04 budget allocates hinds to begin the first in a four-year program to eliminate a
backlog ofdeferred maintenanceof SU buildings.
Seattle U Reputation, Alumni Connectedness and Resource Development: The current economic climate has had a
negative impact on Seattle University, reducing the endowment and thus the amount of money available to the Univemty
scholarship support
to offset tuition to pay educational expenses. Controlling tuitionlevels and increasing availability or
requires investing in fundraising, alumni programs and marketing. The 04 plan and budget adds positions and enhances
programming support for development, marketing, and alumni relations.
effort, and resources required to
The President and Board ofTrustees recognize the tremendous commitment of time,
accomplish the educational aspirations ofthis institution and thank the students of Seattle University for their
understanding and continued support.
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Check us out on the web: http://www.seattleu.edu/assu/index.htm

I

ASSUNEWS |

bjleCtlOTIS are On the Way,

Finance Report :

and We Want YOU!

Appropriations Committee isa subcommittee ofthe Representative
Assembly. The committee is charged with the disbursement offunds to
ASSU-affiliated clubs and organizations. The Appropriations budget this
year is $50 000

ASSU Elections are right around the corner, Or
quarter, for that matter! If you think that your
-opinion counts or you want change and are
,
, 7,
.
interested in a chance to speak up, join Student
Government as a Representative or an Executive
this Spring!

- -

_.

.

;

,„

MeCha appropriated $50/person for four members to attend the
MeChaNationalConference at UC Berkeley.

Declarations Available web and office.
(Accepted beginning April 1)
, .
\6 p.m. Declaration
.,,
period closes
6 p.m. Candidates Meeting
6 p.m. Candidates Forum (Meet the candidates)

Amnesty International appropriated $50/person for three members to
attend Amnesty InternationalAnnual General Meeting.

Frisbee Club appropriated $300 for Spring League.

Appropriations Committee recommends that Representative Assemkly appropriate Hi'brid $4,000 to subsidize a NationalConference on
Mixed Race at SU'

April 29-30

Election Period
Results reported May 2

r—

,

w-«

„ „

NSBE appropriated $50/person for six members to attend theNSBE
NationalConvention in Anaheim, CA.

Election Timeline

April 17
April 17
April 28

.*,„,

to host the IrishNational Championship Debaters at SU.

GET READY. GET INVOLVED.
GET INLINE TO VOTE!

March 31

.

„,

Debate Team appropriated $50/person for four members to compete
in thfi National Parlimentary Debate Tournament;another $50/Person
for four members to compete in Individual Tournament; and $1,500

Positions" include*
" "

Want information on Appropriations before the meetings?
Join the ASSU-Finance-Info@seattleu.edu listserve and b_e_

■

informed.

t-.

len Representative Positions and

Four Executive Positions:

[Questions

regarding ASSU finances??? Contact:
Thomas Hackett, Vice President of Finance

Sophomore, Junior, Senior, At-Large, Athletics, Commuter,
Resident, International, Minority, Non-Traditional
President, Executive Vice President, Vice President of Student
A airs'
.
xr
D
Vice President ofFinance

f

new changes TO electionprocess (REFORM):
electionconsists of one finalelection

(206) 296-6045, hackett@seattleu.edu

STUDENT CENTER OPEN 24 HOURS
DURINGFINALS WEEK
Brought to you by ASSU!
Come study visit and enjoy some coffee on the
Student
Center
and Student Government!
,
,,
, AX x 1
Monday March 17, 2003 thru
Thursday March 20, 2003

_

(Primary election eliminated from process)
Candidates must get 40 signatures from student body to run.
Online voting only!!!
For more information contact
CarlBergquist, ASSU Elections Secretary,
today at bergquc@seattleu.edu or
206-296-6379

Associated Studentsof Seattle University
§ky Bridg£
Student Center 36Q ThirdF]oor
rf
900 Broadway> Seattle, WA 98122
(206)296-6050 assu@seattleu.edu

.

CLUBS ANNOUNCEMENTS
'Salsa-me-UP withMECHA

Involved!

Learn how to Salsa Dance
LessonsMarch 14, 2003
8:00 p.m. -9:00 p.m.

Salsa DanceMarch 14, 2003
9:00 p.m. 1:00 a.m. in Pigott Atrium
Cost: ONLY $5
For more questions call Norma Cuervas
at 206-220-8125
or by e-mail at cuervasn@seattleu.edu

Takp A f^TTON"'
W

\(^

-

JV

V

Brought to you by:
ASSU, StudentActivties,SEAC, Red Bull,
the Collegiums, Bon-Aps, ISC,

"

"N

Leadership Programs Office and ACTION. >

Check us out on the web: http://www.seattleu.edu/assu/index.htm
The Spectator Afa/r/i 75, 2003
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e S tuc ent Center
c^ sac c at ti
STUDY BREAK
Monday March 17, 2003
Play board games.watch The Breakfast Club
and RELAX

Eat a Pancake Breakfast!

Monday March 17, 2003
9 p.m.-2 a.m.
Leroux Conference Center, NSC
Take a break from studying and buy a pancake, all proceeds go to Northwest Harvest.
e-mail Carl at: bergquc@seattleu.edu with any
questions.
J

''

Need a study break?

Marketplace
100. For Sale
200. Help wan***
300. Volunteers

— ——

200. Help Wanted
.^—

University of Washington
Department of Epidemiology
16 to 23-year-old Women
Volunteers Needed

Help test an experimental
human papillomavirus
(HPV) vaccine.

■

-i

r"

■
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Part-Time Babysitter I,
nee(je(j to prOvide occasional
care for our 5-year old son.
Pay $10/hr. CallEric or Terri
@ 206-762-3518.

--j^^b,

j^ptS^

500. For Rent

>rM^A

ROOMMATE WANTED

C/^^PP

.

Phone: (206) 296-6474

JT3

CT^f^M
Y~~~~~jG^^
«

-
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h.

Pax.
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E mail;

March 23 9am-i

ore-mail:
broadway@u.washingtoiLedu

296-6477

.
.^egfcs.
«y
.^^g^ =- f

...

7?n
sn*n
720-5060

t

adinfo@seattleu.edu

Sandpoint Magnuson Park
740Q Sand point w NE
Seattle
CaH 206 440 2925 or
www.lakesideschool.org

. .

Personals
Yo P.diddy, Diggie, ODB, Farmer Felix,
Kirn (Li'l), & Andrew The little computer people
(BOW!). You guys are grow as your boards of
hardcore. You too, Anne. Raj Canada selflessly speed out as
&me are going to Diddy's far as Jeff's mills with little
Heemo Da Sandal...
attention paid to the Aphex
mother CQU
for s {
HELLO. We love Pakalolo. Break! Cancun!
twins... For shame your reHello. From,
course is distilled in eletro
Hemo Da Slippa John Martin
clash proposed by thievery
Chevek> Jr
Which PBS characterdo you corp. Time is joyous...beans,
w ter <03
Fabricatesl
Pledge class, off the hook, most identify with?
'
KaPPa PSI a 1UV Your two better halves As Morgays strattle towards
, „
goosebeams, the fog is
Hula Bnte,' fly away
*
Queen
n
._
disipated by bhzos off bulls
Runner, these cute To the Brothers of Gamma annth(,
Road
iP
r mnnH
fnr thp
,
,
gentleanotner
roundior
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brown boots are made cfor Kjmc
j
r
Omeead
c
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men of windyroad... Synthe"
me tender, The Dledeine
walking,
Mug
is
is. uvci,
over
the
me
pieugmg
„ , J? *.
sizers are reckless emerging
Me,
Pinky,Bop
George can t stresses are through, we now
from roHinß blackness" See
Stanzya, and Franny the know what it means torepre"'
kids on jhe
Square Pants Nanny.
sent gold and navy blue.
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My dearest Mapu Sisoa...
ILOVE YOU!
Lcve.
Moke
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Winter Pledge Class 'o3
~ " ey hey boy'
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,
But what will the American
ou re StlU the ne lSWean
y- "be y° ur del style
Bab
Traditional Dance Group
ham sandwich if you bring Love,
weaf?
your cus-cus princess
I the mayonnaise!
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Downtown across from
time and transportation hasketball and tennis court
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Editorial
From us to you: have a
balanced break
What has seven days, 40-ouncers, two-piece bathing suits and
one-night stands?
Hopefully not your entire spring break.
While we at The Spectator want nothing more than for you to
have an enjoyable,relaxing time off, we also want you to be safe.
The scrawny week aptly dubbed a "break" is often filled with
dangers disguised as indulgences. Documentaries from MTV to
ABC have shown college and high school students vacationing in
temporal party zones like Cancun or Daytona Beach with one
—
goal getting crunk and getting drunk. Not to mention video
cameias, flashing (not acamera flash, theother kind), club drugs
and leaving the party with some 40-year-old dirt bag who slipped
you a mickey.
Yeah, it sounds extreme, but it's true. And although we may
soundlike your mother wavingher index finger in your face,don't
take our warnings as restrictions.
You'realladults.Do what you want.We're justencouragingyou
to thinkabout what you doand notto let your guarddownif you end
—
up at some wildly awesome party wherever it is.
So what makes spring break so much more hedonistic than
summer or winter vacation? Well, for starters thisbreak is hardly
enough time off from school. That means students feel like they
need to pack as much partying into a compact week as possible.
Also it's springtime. After long nights and cold weather, it
actually starts to warm up a bit. Warmer weather means less
clothing and outdoor activities. There's something about nice
weather that inspires a need to celebrate life.
And why shouldn't we?
At the opposite end of partying too much during spring break,
there is also the extremeof working toomuch.If at all possible, we
advise you to havealittle chat with your boss and talk about alittle
time off between March 24 and 28. If you spend the whole break
working, how are you going to last another ten weeks of class
without some kind of release? Working too much is not only
draining,but it affects the qualityofthe work you do. Spring break
should be an opportunity to get refreshed, not overworked.
The life of a student is busy. Consequently, we deserve to
celebrate life and sleep in.
Basically, we're getting at balance. Life is made up of balance,
and this mini-vacation is no different. So if you're gonna party,
you'regonnaparty.Justdon't dosomething inone night that you'll
regret for the rest of your life. And if you're gonna work, you're
gonna work. Just don't work somuch that you return next quarter
drained of energy before you even get your syllabi.
So from your student newspaper, have a safe, exciting, busy,
restful and balanced spring break.

—

Dismantling the dictator
cal turmoilandintoleranceofChristian views, so they decided to leave
their life behindfor a free country.
In 1968 the Baath Party, who
would laterappointSaddamHussein
as president,forcibly tookoverIraq.
My mother's father was a Chris-

Christina

Soghomonian

party

rose

to power

using heavy

arms.In 1988 he gassed and killed
thousandsofhis own citizens with
nerveagents and caused one of the
worst ecological disasters in the

tian employed in Baghdad. When

history of the planet after he left
Kuwait.
Even recently Hussein has pub-

his employers discoveredhe was a
Christian,he wasimmediately fired

family

licly beheadedmembers ofhis own
to stay in power.
Who's to say he will not repeat
similar atrocious acts to his en-

and could not find work anywhere
else. This was the last straw after
putting up with over a decade of emies?

A&E Editor
SaddamHussein has provenhis
Thesedays,everyonehasanopin- Islamicfundamentalismandpolitiion about warandit seems to be the cal unrest. To escape the situation distrustfulness,time and timeagain
same opinion: opposition.
the family had to leave Baghdad to theworld community throughout
In every form of media it seems secretly, carefully avoiding detec- his political campaign.
that the consensus ona waragainst tion from the government for fear
He controls his people with an
Iraq is that it is simply a
ironfistand the citizens of
bad idea.
his own country are unable tospeak out withtheir
Everyone around the
ownpleas forfreedom and
world (with the exception
because
persistent
politiindependence
of
a
few
TheSpectator Editorial Board consists of Nicole Retana,
they are afraid of physical
cians) seems convinced
States
Scan Reid, Austin L. Burton and JC Santos. Signed that a war against Iraq is
and political repercusCOMMENTARIES REFLECT THE OPINIONS OF THE AUTHORS AND NOT unwanted and unneeded.
Hussein will not stand
NFCESSARILY OF THE SPECTATOR, SEATTLE UNIVERSITY OR ITS Few people are willing to
down onhis own. Hemust
representthe other half of
not
STUDENT BODY.
I
feel
argument
forcibly be removed.
the
and
Regardless of any peron
own
important
that it is
that I
share my unique perspecsonal gains the United
to
tive so that it might shed
States may receive from
Iraq, the people
invading
light
on
this
somewhat
c —♥— University
Sea t t l
of Iraq are not strong
obscured and suppressed
Keeping Watch Since 1933
enough on their own to
view of the war.
gain liberation without
Amy Howell,PhotoEditor
NicoleRetana,Editor-in-Chief
Iam a Christian Armesome form ofexternal asAustin L. Burton, Co-Managing
Carl Bergquist,Staff Photographer nian-American whoseparsistance.
Editor, Copy Editor
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ents emigrated from
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furvidesuch
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Editor
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Iraqi
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Johnson,
Neivs
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free the
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My
historywithIraq
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with
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opinions
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of
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my
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Manager
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under dictatorship?
Christina Soghomonian, A&E
Tomas Guillen, Advisor
country to secure theirfreedom and
My grandparents were fortunate
Let's not be so quick to dismiss
RyannCooper,
early
Party's
writers:
the
Editor
the
of
their
to
leave
in
the
Baath
idea of an invasion. We must
family.
future
Staff
KimburlyErvin
Charles Wesley, CoverEditor
In 1958, army officers in Iraq reign, and now sympathize with explorefully every angle and try to
Mark Bonicillo,Copy Editor
overthrew the government, killing thosestill livingin Iraq.Since then, understand each perspective as best
King Faisal and Prince Abdul Ilah over four millionpeople have also we can before creating judgments
The Spectator is the official studentnewspaperof SeattleUniversity. and destroying the monarchy,they fled IraqoutoffearofHussein The of our own.
It is published every Thursday,except duringholidays and examination then declared Iraq a republic.
people of Iraq fear war and are
periods, for a total of28 issues during the 2002-2003 academic year.
Barely a year later my father's yearning for help to becomeliber- Christina Soghomonian is a
seniorjournalismmajor. Contact
family decided they couldnot live ated.
POSTMASTER:Send address changes to: The Spectator, Seattle ina country filled withsuch politiWe know Hussein's history; his her atsoghomc ©seattleu. edu.
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Regardless of any personal

gains the United
may
receivefrom invading Iraq,
the people ofIraq are
their
strong enough
gain liberation without
someform of external
assistance.
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We want to see you on CNN Rev. Jackson

Austin L. Burton

Cc-Managing Editor
Can someone tell me why Ikeep
seeing Jesse Jackson on
Sportscenterl
Twice in the past month, Rev.
Jackson has made his presence
known on ESPN, first to call the
NFL's Detroit Lions to task for hiring a white head coach, then to
announce he'dbe at the upcoming
Masters golf tournamentto protest
Augusta National Golf Club's refusal toadmit femalemembers. And
there wouldhave beena third time,
but Iguess Rev. Jackson was kind
enough to let ESPN know he was
fine with the San Francisco 49ers
and the white coach they hiredbefore someone put amicrophone in
his face.
If you're wondering why someone like Jackson one of black
America's strongest links
— to the
Civil Rights movement is so concerned with sports, join the crowd.
Forthose whomight be unfamiliar with Rev. Jackson (and how
could you, when he seems to get

—

himself on TV every few weeks?),
he is the preacher whobecame one
of black America's most recognizable figuresin the 1970sand1980s.
Jackson even ran for President in
1984 and 1988; and although he
didn't come close to winning, he
came closer than any other black
manhas come before or any black
man not named Colin Powell will
evercome.
Butinrecentyears,Rev
Jackson hasn't done any
thing worthwhile.
Whereas once Rev
Jackson and hisRainbow
PUSH Coalition were in

volved with the importan
issues facing minorities

Idon't wantto make it look like
You know who is starving,
minority
rich people don't have problems,
though? The thousands of
kids living in poverty all over the but why isRev.Jackson even wastcountry who seem to have been ing his time with issues like this?
Ignore the hypocrisy of everyone
forgotten.
protesting Augusta while several
Cottrell,
Jets
the New York
Ted
who
all-female country clubs exist and
up
passed
was
assistant coach
by the 49ers, makes six figures per focus instead on the importance of
year.Is it such a crime that heisn't the matter: Is this really some great
aheadcoach yet? But to Rev.Jack- injustice? Isn't it a greaterinjustice
that black men, whilemaking up less then
' 10 percent
)f thecountry spopulation,
nuke up 40-some percent
)f the prison population?
>4ow why does Rev. Jack-

Iwondered why black
leaders seemed sofocused
on totally unimportant
issues, while they seemed to
ignore the really critical

now Rev. Jackson seem
to be primarily concerned
withwhatever willgethim
face time on the tube.
Why does Rev. Jackson
care so much about the
NFL and its lack of black
head coaches? Granted,
thereissomething wrong witha 32-team leaguehavingjust threeblack
head coaches, especially when
something like 75 percent of the
players are black. And, yes, the
NFL gotthemselves in the predicament ofrequiring every teamwith a
jobopeningto interview atleastone
minority candidate. But the black
assistant coaches who aren't gettingheadcoachinggigs are farfrom
starving.

problems.
son, the NFL ishis chance to get in

the newspaper or on the air again.
Augusta National is wrong to
exclude women.Butasweall know,
they area private clubandhave the
right todo so.Either way,whydoes
Rev. Jackson even care? Ihighly
doubt there's a single member at
Augusta nor any woman who
—
might be a member in the future
who makes fewer than six figures
annually.

—

;on want to protest at Au»usta, again? Is it so cru-

pelled from school after being involvedin a brawl at afootball game.
Forgetthat the kids were caught on
tape starting the brawl and never
—
reallyhad astrong legtostandon
it was justanother chance for Rev.
Jackson to get on TV. Kindof like
when he inexplicably popped up
after the recent Chicagonightclub
stampede (which, not surprisingly,
was on the front of several major
newspapers).
Of course Jackson isn't alone
here. A lot of the work he does is
withhis organization or otherorganizations.Butit'sRev. Jackson who
Ialwaysendupseeing onTV allthe
time, so he (once again) falls under
the microscope.
Does Rev. Jackson care that so
few black high school kids are going tocollege? Does hecare that my
highschool's rivalschoollookslike
across betweenEastside High from
Lean onMe and the school from 21
Jump Street!
Iwould hope so. Because not
only is Rev. Jackson still relevant
enough (if he wants to be) to actually make a difference, he's also a
role model, affecting what our future leaders will do when they step
into his shoes. Ijust hope I'm not
seeing them on ESPN when they
should be on CNN.

ThreeyearsagoI
wrotea
iimilar article for my high
school newspaper. Iwoniered why black leaders
seemed so focused on toally unimportant issues,
while theyseemed toignore
thereallycritical problems.
had
You
black politicians fighting
reparations when black
slavery
for
people had' much bigger problems
that weren 1400 years old. Youhad
theNA ACPcomplainingabout how
many black sitcoms were on TV,
while kids are stuck in a failing
school system that barely glosses
over their culture's history.
L. Burton is a junior
Rev.Jackson wasalsoin thenews Austin
journalismmajor.
Contacthimat
at the time, getting involved with
@seattleu.edu
burtona1
some high-school kids who gotex-

Your 101 ways to procrastinate (abridged)

on March 17

you-can-eatpancakes
Egypt.
do enough things to ing.
some
from 9 p.m.to 2a.m.atLeroux 160
buy
out
music.
66. Go and
73.E-mail your teacher withquesrequire the use of it.
in
the Student Center. You know
download
music.
right,
assignment,
so itlooks Yeah
90. Call your mom...since you tions on the
want to,profit will be donated.
ugly
you
out
who
three
working.
Find
the
actually
65.
like you are
haven't since the year started.
58.-1
Fillin the remainingblanks
Vu.
girls
Deja
in
are
at
Rearrange
all the furniture
72.
89. Figure out the definition of
—
procrastinating
ideas.
64. Write a letter to the editor with
Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious. alobby withoutgetting caught.
do them
points,
And
for
bonus
said
so.
my
know
editor
to
because
Connolly,
you
71. Go
88.Make watercolors.Note this
during
finals.
63. Read this article. Oh wait
that place whereyou haven't been
requires water.
course, there is always the
Of
already
doing
that.
Sucker.
you're
know,
year.
all
87. Listen to KSUB, you
62. Go to a sporting event we option of actually doing home70. Play kick ball...you know
SU'sradio station.Duh!
work... Yeah right, you just read
actually win now.
86. Go to the bookstore and buy you want to.
or
this
wholelist to procrastinate anygrocery
61 Go to a
convenient
69. Nuffsaid.
as much as you can, i.e.apen.
way.
yeah
food,
that's
buy,
urn
68. Go for a long drive, maybe store and
85. Write a nasty letter to the
it, tocelebrate finals.
they
many
ways
I
hear
have
Canada.
hate,
then
e-mail
you
teacher
and
60. Look at pictures of people Carl Bergquist is a senior
to help students procrastinate, like
it...to the dean.
journalismmajor. Contacthimat
lacking
certain clothingitems.
drinking
age limit.
84. Figure out how many grains the
bergquc@seattleu.edu
Go
the
three-dollar
allget
out
what
in
59.
time it is
67. Figure
of sand are on your local beach.
83. Urn, yeahhh, did you get the
memo? No. Well go look for it.
82. Take your significant other
PHONE:
*w
MAIL:
'"A
M
out to the movies, since youprobably haven't done so in months. If
you don'thave a significant other,
find one,it'scold out thereand we
all need someone warm to hold.
'
81 Watch the Bond series,all20
Newsroom:
» / /wSwV,IJL
of them, no time like the present to
(206)296-6471
\j
TheSpectator Utters to theEditor
catch up on all the new gadgets.
«B
SeattleUniversity
'
Advertising:
'f
80. Juggle.
omBmaHwaw
(206)296-6474
79. Go to your campus job and
pretendyoudon'thave timetostudy.
78. Open your book and read a
tostudy
WORLD WIDE WEB :
magazine whilepretending
—
77. Volunteer that work youdo
x
E-MAIL : (t/
<*g~~*^
whereyou don't get paid for it.
76. Hunt for that allusive one
sock;I'dcheck thewasherspersonally.
c<Tbw Si
Letters to theEditor:
\§N
75.Goto the Caveandgrab some
I
\SI "Ws" J
breadsticks.
Story ideas:
74.Figure out what that building
HT >r
newstips@seattleu.edu
is behind the library.By the way,
http:// www.seattleu.edu/student/spec/
the library is that big white build"
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out you don't

.
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Carl Bergquist

Spectator Columnist
Wehaveallheardof 101 ways to
do things,butnoonehas ever compiled a conclusive list.
Well, I'm not going to try (that
wouldbecrazy) but Iwill give you
my top 101 ways to procrastinate
—
for finals witha little sarcasm.
101. Read all those cool fliers
nexttothe elevators.Maybethere is
somethinguseful thereafter all.
100. Surfthenet. Why aren't you
doing that now?
99. Take up crocheting, so you
can knit something warm.
98. First figure out the meaning
of crocheting.
97. Rearrange your room, and
maybe evenclean it up in theprocess.
96. Return that book from the
library, which you looked at once.
95. Eat toast, whynot?
94. Cook a meal, then find out
you can't cook and just go to
Wendy's.
93. Figure out the square root of
hypotenuse.
a
92. Find out what the smallest
particle on the planet is, and then
tell noone.
91. Buy a planner and thenfind

.

.
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Are you a bad Catholic if you support homosexual marriage?

"On the contrary, you would be an open
Catholic if you accepted"homosexual
marriages.

"Idon't think so, but I'm not the Pope."

"No, because I
think you should
" be
accepting ofall people.

Greg boudreau, sophomore,

ERIKA WUNDERLICH, FRESHMAN,
HUMANITIES & GENERAL SCIENCE

marketing

JONATHAN LOTT,SENIOR,

COMPUTER & ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING
PHOTOS BY: ABBY LAXA / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Nothing Happened Last Week
NEW MODEL EMPHASIZES CLASS, DURABILITY

withits independentsupply of oxygen. The car is also set for remote
activation,so if oneever finds him
squealing onanItalian mobbossor

mediately grab the nearest cross to
hold the professor at bay whilehe
sidesteppedhis wayoutof the room,
he did report the incident to school
every
paranoidfamily
Thecarfor
adamant enough to duct tape their Cuban drug lord, they can be sev- officials. Administrators put the
windows came straight out of eral feetaway when thebombwired teacher on leavepending an invesGeneva, last Wednesday,March 5. to the ignition sends up a pillar of tigationfrom police.
A Reuters story revealedthebrand

flame.

new automobile, shown behind
closeddoors ata Geneva autoshow,
comes fully equippedwith aroomy
interior as well asa shiny finishable

AISLE-POOP
EYEH8 U

The customofPetsmartshoppers
being allowed to walk the store's
aisles withtheir animalshas landed
to withstandarmor-piercingbullets,
the companyin a big fat lawsuit, the
grenadeexplosions,and gas attacks.
high
Even if the "86/B7" class saloon of a Roman Catholic
school AP reported last Friday,Mar. 7. It
teacher
who
out,
passed
out odd valen- was then that the Kentucky Court
has its tires shot
the vehicle's
nearly
50
tines
a month of Appeals ruled that a woman
to his class
designerssaid it can stilltravelat
R.
defending
ago.
passenScott Jones handed one who suffered a broken ankle afm.p.h.. While
gersfrom the bullet volleys of an student a card on Feb. 14, which ter slippingona freshpileoffeces
Ml6
or Kalashnikov AK47, the carried the phrase, "Ihate you,I in Petsmart deserves a jury trial.
86/B7's can roll right over any wish you would die." Sounds like Citing store negligence, Vickie
detonations of hand grenades somethingpawnedoutof HotTopic, Jenkins claims she had neverbore
near the area of the driver or but the 17-year-old didn't get the witness to animal poop or urine
passenger seats. Overkill? joke, especially when Scott eerily caking the floors at the popular pet
Hardly.Why in this age of nefari- scribedout the word"Die" withan foodandaccessorieschain.Petsmart
ous terrorism, passengers will also eraseronthechalkboardall thewhile lawyersarguedthatsince thepile of
be protectedfrom any gasattack by staring his directionand grinning. crap wasout intheopen,andJenkins
a hermeticallysealedcabin,replete Even though the student didn't im- wasn'tlooking where she was walking, that the store should not be
responsible for her injury.
"Petsmart's duty to keep its pre-

In "What exactlywereyou thinking?" news, the AP reported last
Saturday,Mar.8 on the suspension

Megan Meyers/ Staff Cartoonist

to their white thongs in ananti-war

ful words: "When everybody undresses, the egogoesawayand then
we can make decisions. Imagine
President Bush nude addressing
the state of the union. Imagine
Saddam Hussein nude." One

word:Eww.
BECAUSE EVERYTHING
THAT COUNTRY SINGERS

SAY MATTERS
Reuters quoted a vehement prowar statement last Wednesday that
took the pleasure of slapping Martin Sheen, Susan Sarandon, Scan
Perm, Rosie Perez, Kirn Basinger,
Cary Elwes, Tim Robbins, Ethan
Hawke, Samuel L. Jackson, and
countless other anti-warcelebrities
across the face.In an open letter to
Hollywood's peace advocates,

country singer Charlie Daniels
wrote, "You people are some of
the
most disgustingexamples
of a
mises in a reasonably safe condi'yec verhad
protoplasm
and
evaluI
tion must be examined
wasteof
atedin light of the special nature of the displeasure to hear about."
the risks to customer safety created Daniels is semi-famous for writing
by the presence of animals," the the post 9/11 war cry of a song,
"This Ain't No Rag, It's a Flag,"
court said.
which features such provocative
WHATIS IT WITHNAKED lyrics as "We're gonna hunt you
NEWS?!
down / like a mad dog hound / and
make youpay forthelivesyoustole
Yet another nudie anti-warpro- / We're all through talking and
testarrivedlast week, this time from messing around/ and now it's time
the world's latest crazy religious to rock androll."
sect, the Raelians.Most will recall
HAMSTER DANCES NO
thatthegroup garneredinternational
MORE
headlines withits claim ofproducing the first human 'clone (proof
Readers shouldbrace themselves
pending, of course). According to
the AP, some female followers of forthis less thanhumorousanimalthe almighty RaelgatheredlastSun- related news. As reported by the
day, Mar. 9, outside the Los Ange- good folks at the AP on Thursday,
les federal building, stripped down Mar. 6, a manin Somerville,N.J.
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wassentenced to threeyearspro-

demonstration. Even more bi- bation after beingcaught torturzarrely, the women were joinedby inghamsters.Police slappedRicha second groupof protestorsled by ardMattia with animal cruelty last
Danny "I'mgettin' too old for this October when an employee in the
sh*%!" Glover. Raelian protester pet store the man workedin caught
Nadine Grey offeredthese insight- him squeezing a hamster, whose
teethMattia had cut with nail clip-

pers so it wouldn't bite him. The
savageMattia,whoincidentally was
also holding 18 packets of heroin
upon his arrest, faces another set of
the same charges from the New
Jersey Societyfor thePrevention of
Cruelty to Animals (NJSPCA). Officials searched Mattia's home last
yearanddiscovered twodwarfhamsters, one of which lay dead, badly
bruised with its teeth damaged by
the aforementioned clippers.Luckily thesecondhamster emergedalive
and fell into the adoptive arms of
Terrence Clark, the deputy chief of
the NJSPCA. Here's hoping New
Jersey can use the drugs to warrant
a jail sentence and some muchneeded therapy for itshamsterkiller.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Subconscious desire became realityafter a Lafayette, Colo, man
pickedup a firearmandfilledhis
defective latop computer with
multiple bullets on Wednesday,
Mar 5. When the machine crashed
for its final time, owner George
Doughty, according to the AP, let
loose with four rounds in his
Sportsmen's Bar and Restaurant.
Police jailed the manon the charges
of felony menacing, reckless endangerment and prohibited weapons use. "It's sort offunny, because

everybody always threatens their
computers," said police Lt. Rick
Bashor, ironically before his own
computer froze. No word if Bashor
and his sidearm joinedDoughty in
his cell.
Scan Reid compiles strange stories
for defenselesshamsters. Send him
any odd news atreids@seattleu.edu

